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                                Abstract

      If a pyrite electrode is cathodically polarised in dilute H,S04 with a cur-
   rent of suMcient density, the dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte and the pyrite
   itself act, in turn, as the depolariser before the cathode potential reaches that

   of iron-hydrogen alloy, and the potentiai-change occurs in three steps.
      On the other hand, in an anodic polarisation of pyrite in dilute H2So4, the
   depolarising action of the pyrite itself occurs before the anode potential set-

   tles to apractically constant value. '
      The effects of current density, acidity or alkalinity of electrolyte, and the
   effect of a preliminary electroiysis of the opposite sense upon the course of
   poiarisation and upon the final settled potential in both cathodic and anodic
   polarisations were measured, and some chemical explanations were given to

                           '

                             Introduction

    Electrolytic polarisaeion of pyrite was first studied by R. C.
WELLs,') who observed some rise or fall of potential when it was
polarised either as an anode or as a cathode. C. ScHLuMBERGER2)
describes that a counter elgctromotive force of the order of 1.5 volts

is produced when an electric current passes through an under-
ground ore body, which is, of course, surrounded by the ground
water. According to his explanation, the end of the ore body into
which the current enters becoraes a hydrogert-electrode, while the
end from which the current leaves it becomes an oxygen-electrode
so that a detonating gas cell is temporarily formed there.

   1. R. C. WELLs, U. S. Geol. Surv. Bul. 548 (1914).
   2. C. ScHLuMBERGER, Etude sur la prospection 61ectrique du sous-sol (1920).
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   J. TAKuBot) has found a characteristic potential change of some
iron-bearing sulphide minerals When they were once anodically and
then cathodically polarised by electrolysing a very small droplet of

dilute sulphuric acid. Since he measured the potential change by
measuring that of current intensity, the evaluation of the cathode
potential could be reached only to the vicinity of null value owing
to the difficuky arising from the gas evolution. ,
    It seemed interesting to the writer to measure the lower cath-
ode potentials with some appropriate method. Further it seemed
desirable to continue WELLs' investigation and to elucidate fully the
manner of polarisation when the electrode is freely immersed in a
large excess of electrolyte as it may throw much light upon the
study of polarisation under various speclal conditions.
    A pyrite electrode is by no means unattacl<able as well in acid,

neutral or in alkaline solution. In 1871 W. SKEy2 publlshed his
opinion that when pyrlte is cethodically polarised in dilute sulphuric

acid or in neutral salt solution, sulphur goes into H,)S: and under
certain conditions metal is left on the electrode surface.

    According tQ I. BERNFELDi,sulphur in the mineral undergoes
oxidation in various degrees according to the conditions, and iron
goes over to h' yroxide if the minera} is employed as an anode. When
the mineral constitutes a cathode, SH' ions are produged if the solu-
tion be acid, while in an alkaline solution metallic iron remains on
the electrode as a slime.

    Pyrite-cathode in n HsSO, dissolves markedly by the action of
current, sending FeS04 and H,,S in the electrolyte4. An electrolyte
of 2 e/'oi H,,S04 is also reported to act in the same way". The writer's

experiments have revealed that metallic iron may be produced on
a pyrite cathode if the acidity of sulphuric acid solution is not larger

than ca. O.05' normal and the cu}-rent density is not smaller than

ca. 3 milliampere per sq. cm. It was also found that a ve!vet-black

coating of FeS may be produced under other circumstances.
    Thb nature of the chemical reaction and consequently of the
resulting surface characters of the electrode differs, in this, way,

   1. J. TAKuBo, These Memoirs. Vol. X, No. 1, (1934) 37.
  2. W. SKEy, Chem. News, vol. 23 (1871) 291.
   3. I. BERNFELD, Zeitschr. f. physk. Chem. Bd. 25 (1898> 46. •
  4. A. MATsuBARA u. J. TAKvBo, Anniversary Volume dedicated to Masumi Chika-
shige. (1930) 311.
  5. K. FiscHBEcK, Zeitschr. anorg. Chem. Bd. 148 (1925) 112.
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according to the condition of electrolysis. So it is quite natural that
the electrode potential shou!d also show remarkable differences from
case to case, lt requires, then, to elucidate the conditions under
which each chemical reation occurs before we can systernatize the
polarisation phenomena of pyrite.
    Since, in many methods of electric prospecting, current is passed
through the ground where the ore body lies, we have to be well
aware. of the effect of electrolytic polarisation of the latter in order

not to get alt erroneous conclusion whenever we happen to use a
direct current.

    Interested in this problem, the writer has undertaken first to
examine the polarisation phenomena of pyrite and. accompanying
chernical reactions, employing a special apparatus which enabled one
to measure the electrode potential and at the same time the inten-
sity of the polarising current.

                  Experimental Arrangement

    In order to examine the polarisation phenomena under a de-
finite current density, or to study the current-change at the sarne
time wlth the accompanying potential-change, an apparatus was
contrived in which the current circuit may bav kept open while the
potential circuit is left in the closed state for a short length of time,

after which the latter ls opened and'then the former is closed and
again they may be left standing in that state for another short length

of time. This alternate opening and closing of each circuit may be
repeated ca. 40 times a second by means of a motor-commutator.

    The above apparatus enabled one to measure the potential at
any desired moment by the usual method of compensation without
having any vibration oÅí the galvanometer mlrror, and the current
intensity may be continuously measured er regulated to a definite
magnitute without feeling any vibration of the needle of the milli-

ammeter.
  The ratio of the time during which the current clrcuit was kept
open to that in the closed state was ca. 1/le and the current in-
tensity was reduced thereby to ca. 91 g/o of that of the continuous
flow. This percentage could be kept constant by 1<eeping the sup-
plied current to the motor constant.

    The essential part of the apparatus is schematically repesented
in Fig. 1.
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   The polarising current from a source of battery (B) could be
measured with a milliammeter (A) to one or two thousandth of a
milliampere when the current intensity was less than 1 milliampere,
but the accuracy was reduced to 1110 of it when the current in the
range from 1 to 10 milliampere was measured.

                         Fig. 1
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.•  The electrode mineral (M) was first polished to a prismatic
form and one half of its length was covered with hardened
Canadabalsam. A plane nearly perpendicular to the edge of the
prism was prepared by polishing the sealed end, and that was
used as the electrode. The lateral cover of Canadabalsam (or seal-
ing wax) was necessary as otherwise the lateral faces became ir-
regularly wet with the electrolyte and the area of the active surface
could not be accurately measured.
    As the auxiliary electrode for the potential measurent, a broad,
60 mesh copper net (C), which was previously covered with a thick
deposition of copper by electrolysis and immersed in a saturated,
acidified CuS04 solution, was employed. The auxiliary electrode in
the current circuit consisted simply of a fine platinum wire (P).
In oder to avoid the mixing of liquid, the bath of the platinum wire

was always separated from that of the mineral by wicks. Since
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electrolyte was very dilute acid, it was often necessary to use
or three wicks in parallel in order to reduce the resistance.

               Part I. Cathodic Polarisatien

            A. Cathodic polarisation of fresh pyrite

              1) General course of polarisation

    As soon as a pyrite eiectrode is cathodically polarlsed e. g. in
O.Ol nH2S04 with a current of a density of several milliampere per
sq. cm., the cathode potential falls first very rapidly, then the falling

velocity fades gradually until it becomes practically null. It takes
ca. 20 or 30 seconds before the potential reaches to a practically
constant value, and afterwards it falls only very slowly.
    If the polarising potential be kept constant, the current intensity
decreases slightly at the beginRing of the polarisation until it arrives

                         Table 1.

        Cathodic polarisation of pyrite in O.Ol nH2S04. Initial current
      density: 5.04 milliampere per sq. cm. Room temperature: 300C.

Time

second

   Scale reading
      of
11 potentiometer

l

mintlte'

1

2

3

Cathode potential
    in volt

l
l CRrrent intensity
  in milliampere
I

ilg

ll

      7.22
• 26.82
       IJ
      34.11
      35.35
      35.40
      35.47

       l7
       11
      35.65
      35.49i

      36.29

       e)
       ll
       1}
       e)
       )1
       )1
       )p

l +O.760 l'
     -O.148
               I
     -ok'43

l -O.376
     -O.377
     -O.379

        :J
        71
     -O.384
     -O.379
      -O.401

        ll
        )1
        IJ
        )s
        IJ
        71
               '        f}

    2.40

     Jl
    2.35

     lt
     }1
     1)
     l)
     })
     e)
    2.36

     J7
     ll
     11
    2.37

     eJ
     ee
     tl
     71
tttt t ttt tt 7 1tt
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at a constant magnitude just at the time when the potential change
practically ceases. The fiow of the current at this constant de-
pressed state continues for some time, and then begins to show a
a very slow rise. The reason for this current change will be dis-
cussed later.

   As an example, an experimental result is shown in Table 1
to illustrate the above changes, and the same result is graphically
represented in Fig. 2.

                         Fig. 2.
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               2) Effect of acidity and alkalinity

    The settled potential differs according to the acidity or alkalinity

of the electrolyte. The more concentrated the acid, the higher is
the settled potential. On the contrary, the more concentrated alkali
is the electrolyte, the more conspicious is the potentia! fall.

Table. 2

Electrolyte

1.o nH,so,
O.1 n      et
O02n .
O.Oln .

Settled cathode
  potential
   in volt

EIectrolyte

-- O.03

-O.05

-- O.27

-O.60

I

I

o.o ln KoH
O.02 n
     Is
O.05n ,,

O.1 n .
O.5 n .
1.0 n ,,

Settled cathode
  potential
   in volt

-O.78
-O.82

-O.84

-O.85

-O.87

-O.89

Fig. 3
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    The relation between the settled potential and the concentration
of electrolyte in a case when the current d.ensity is 3.45 milliampere

per sq. cm. is shown in Table 2.
    These relations are represented in two curves ln Fig. 3 in: hich
the potential is taken in the ordinate and the logarithm of concentra-
tion is taken in the abscissa. One will notice, in the figure, that
the effect of the concentration of acid is very conspicious especially

in the dilute side. In the concentrated side, however, the curve is
almost horizontal, for reasons which will be discussed later.
   In cases when the current density is relative!y large, the gen-
eral form of 'the time-potential curve is also affected by acidity and

alkalinity. The settlement of potential becomes slower when the
acid concentration is smaller. In the case of O.OlnE[2SO", the
potential once settled begins to rise slowly after about 20 minutes'
electrolysis. In alkaline solution, the settlement of potential is gen-

erally rapid, but the potential-rise begins to take place after a few
minutes' electrolysis.

   Fig. 4 represents an example of time-potential curve in the case
when the current density is 3.34 milliampere per sq. cm. and the
electrolyte is O.OlnH,)S04. Fig. 5 is that of the case of O.02nKOII
under the same current density.

                         Fig. 4.
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3) Effect of current density

    The influence of current density upon the settled potential is

even more strong than that of the acidity and the alkalinity. In
order to examine it, a series of experiments was' carried out with

various current density ranging from O.e78 to 9.91 milliampere per

sq. cm. The electrolyte was O.OlnH,•S04.
    The elctrode which is once electrolytically polarised is apt to

show somewhat abnormal potential even when i'ts surface is thor-
oughly polished. Therefore, in each experiment of this series, a
new, fresh electrode known never to have been polarised was em-
ployed. The dilute sulphuric acid in the cathode bath once used
in an experiment was rejected, and an entire!y fresh solution was
used in the next experiment in order to avoid any disturbing effect

of a minute quantlty of dissolved substance. The temperature was
maintained at 22'Å}10C. The current intensity in each experiment
was maintained constant by hand regulation of rheostat.
    The experimental results are shown in the following tables: V
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 Table 3
:9.915 milliamper per sq. cm.

Time
'

I

minute
I second

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

ii

     ol     6 1•    iZ i

            il     o,    }s 'l

    46i            l     6,            '    20 1'     12i
            i    34i            l    49,     4 1.
            '     16
    30
    44I     2 11i
            l     10,            ''-'ua ""-""nv'' " ' ' ' 'jt

Current density :

     + 8.85
     -35.80
     -40.00
     -41.12
     -43.00
     -43.69
     -44.38
     -44.47
       tl
     -45.l8
     -45.42
     -45.69
     -45.80
       ls
     -46.00
       ft
       11
       7)
       l:
       Jt
       )1

Table 4
5.884 milliampere per

''rv-..

''''

 .qs

Cathode potential
     in volt

     +O.805
     -O.395
     -O.507
     -O.537
     -O.588
     -O.607
     -O.625
     -O.627
       ft
     -O.619
     -O.653
     -O.660
     -O.663
       e)
     -O.668
       :t
       IJ
       le
       tt
       ))
.-.. ' l ,,

cm.

Time
I

mlnute l second

lk

liii

ii''

                 t                 l
Scale reading of l Cathode potential
 potentiometer ' in volt
                 . ig-.tt.-ur-ttttttL-.t.ttnvttt.t..=....t..tttt.ttttttttt....t.. t..

+ 8.15
-,-26.38

-27.82
-29.20
-31.10
-3L90
-33.25
  11
-36.30
-37.52
-39.00
-40.42
-40.90
-43.55
-44.40
  :1
-44.89
-46.08
  s)
  IJ

-46.42
-47.00
  ))

i +O.787li -O.147
' :8i>;Z
i :ii.ii2

        -O.416
• -O.449        -O.490
        -O.528 '
        -O.541
        -O.613
' -O.636
          11
        I':•i.;6isZ•

          11l
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Table 4
(Continued)

Time

 .mlnute second

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

Cathode potential
    in volt

4

5

6

7

8

        ;o
6

13
47

o
23
33

3
13
47
!2

30•46i5

-47.10

  11
  1:
  :t
  l)-46.22
-46.60
-46.50
  1}
-45.80
-46.20
-46.48

  tf
  tl

       -O.709
         )r
         st
         Je
         ll       -O.685
• -O.695
       -O.693
         )t
       -O.674
       -O.684
       -O.692
         pJ
         )s

Table 5
Current density : 4.479 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time l

Scale reading ,of
 potentiometer

l

mmute second

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

{

Cathode potential
    in volt

'ii

il

l + 7.61
-37.38
-37.40
-3Z72
-38.78
-39.91
-40.79
-40.90
-43.12
-43.90
-44.21
-44.30
-44.83
-45.30
  tt
-45.28
-45.30

  ))
  tl
  lp-45.75

  tl
  TI
  1)
  }t
  :1
  )}
  tl

        +O.771
        -O.437
        -O.438
        -O.446
        -O.475
        -O.505
        -O.529
        -O.532
        -O.592
        -O.613
        -O.621
        -O.623
        -O.638
        -O.650
          )1
        -O.650
          :s
          )7
          t)
          )7        -O.662
          1)
          )1
          )1
          11
          )7
          1)

1 rl
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Table 6
 3.306 miliiampere per sq. cm.

Time

minute
I second

il

l lli

ii

I

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

 tttt.tt tt t. .. ttt t tttttttttttttttttttt.tttr.t.

+ 9.02
-27.93
-31.92
-34.4!
-34.48
-37.25
-40.73
-43.80
  fs
-43.95
  tl

-44.11
-44.60
-44.61
-45.02

  J)
  tJ
  sJ
  tl
  sJ
  }:
  Jl
  s)
  lr
  tt

Current density :

tt ttttttttt ttttttt tt tttttt ttttttt t tt tttt t t tttttttttttttt

Table 7
3.093 milliampere per

   Cathode potential
       in volt

       +O.809
        -O.185
        -O.293
        -0361
        -O.362
        -O.436
        -O.536
        -O.612
          7t
        -O.617
          1)
        -O.621
        -O.634
          tr
        -O.645

          )s
          )1
          lt
          st
          tJ
          "
          )f
          1:
          ts
          1)

sq. cm.

Time l
   Scale reading of
l potentiometer

.ttttt.t.t

l' +7.7o' :ggi?:
I, -32.35i -32.65i -33.95
i• -34. 18i• -36.65
I -39.58I -39.92i• -40.22l. -40.10
I -4o.2s
i -40.48I -41.21
I -41.50i• -42.38
l -42.62I -42.s3l -43.30
, -43.30

l
i Cathode potential

minute second

i5

ii

'

  tt

I

I
1
I
l
i

I
I
l

i

i
i
I

I
I
i
I

l
1
l

      in volt

tttt t

      +O.777
      -e.281
      -O.312
      -O.318
      -O.327
      -O.362
      :8I26,g

      -O.516
      -O.526
      -O.534
      -O.531
      -O.535
      -O.541
      -e.561
      -O.569
      -e.593
      -o.6eo
      -e.6os
      :8i81g
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     Table 7
     (Continued)
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Time
 .mmute second

2 ,
l

10
'2;

,9

2g

o

Current

'''t.ttt''

:yitsned

Scale reading of
  potentiometer

     -43.30
       )p
       s)
       1)
       s)
       t)
       ft
       }t

Table 8
2.826 miiliampere

   .ill     ....

per sq.

Cathode potential
   ..in....v.g. IS......ur."... ..

    -O.618
      )1
      )t
      ll
      tt
      J}
       le
      )J -- --- -- --

cm.
Time   Scale reading of

.......,..P9ten..tigm.. .ete.r..

       + 6.35
       -26.80
       -27.30
       -29.62
       -31.61
       -32.12
       -32.58
       -3322
       -33.22
       -33.12
       -33.!2
       -33.30

         lt
         1)
unchanged until 15'

tec

tmc

'''''

 .

Ij9.

  .E

'qsrep

Cathode
 .mlnute second

/

8
zz

?g

3g

g2

4g

sg

) Remained

Current density :

Table 9
2.496 milliampere

   potential
.in. y.glt

+O.737
-O.153
-O.167
-O.229
-O.282
-O.296
-O.308
-O.326
-O.326
-O.323
-O.323
-O.328

  )r
  t}

Time
mlnute second

         l•

  oi         I  13{         I 3e,g2 i
  16'
         I 30. 46l ,g l.
 4s l
         1  12,zs

sg

  ,24,

   Remained

 Scale reading of
... p.g..tepil.g.,g.l..e.!.er-rm....

      + 6.70
      -25.68
      -29.32
      -30.60
      -3i.81
      -32.28
      -32.35
      -32.35
        Il
        lt
        r?      -32.60
        11
        17
        1)
        :)
        1:      -33.00
      -33.75

u.n.c b.e.nged.y.nmt.ll.wwww1.e'

Cathode
    in

s

I

27I'. . r

potential
volt .. '

+O.748
-e.125
-O.223
-O.258
-O.290
-O.303
-O.305
-O.305
  )p
  1!
  }p-O.322

  }s
  ll
  )t
  }t
  p7-O.322
-O.343
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Tab!e le
 2.041 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time

mlnute
•' second

Scale reading O
 potentiometer

 ...tttttttttt..tttttt.t.tt.t.t.ttttwu.ttttt.t.tttttttttt.

             l•
        fl
             I
             i'
        ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt /

+8.90 i•-14.48 i
I2zg'ili '

-27.30
             1-29.l2
-30.74 .-32.06 •
-32.00
Z,3ilgg

:il':gg

-33.19 i
  ll •
  11 1  ll l             li  "I  tt 1  )r /-33.02 I
  17 1tt ttttttttttl)....t...t.. ttttt rmtttttt t lt

  11
mi11iampere per

Cathode potential

li

     in volt

t ttttttt t ttt tt ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

     +O.806
     +O.178
     -O.086
     -O.l16
     -O.148
     -O.167
     -O.216
     -O.259
     -O.295
     -O.293
     -O.293
       le
     -O.299
       )l
       tt     -O.307
     -O.309
     -O.325
       7p
       ll

       ll

       ll

     -O.321
     • ll

cm.

.tt.tt..t.wu...ttt..tt.

     o
    ,g

    2g

    ,8

    gg

    2g

    2S

    gg

    ,8

    i8

    22

    28

    gg

    4g

    16

curr6nt

ttt

L.L
'

:
'''

ytsined

Table
 1.689 sq.

Time
{

i

minute second

1

2

ll

'

Scale reacling of
 potentlometer

t....t.t..ttttt..tttt.tt..t..t.t.Tt....mt..  .....

     + 7.49
     -20.49
     -23.82
     -24.30
       rl
     -24.62
     -25.32
     -25.81
     -27.00
     -2ZOO
     -27.80
     -29.00
     -29.42
     -30.71
     -31.15
     -31.21
 tt tttt t :lt tt t ttt

  
  
   ....1

Cathode potential
    in volt

     +O.772
     +O.O06
     -O.085
     -O.098
       lr
     -O.107
     -O.126
     -O.140
     -O.173
     -O.173
     -O.194
     -O.227
     -O.239
     -O.274
     -O.286
     -O.288

       r)
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     Table 11
                tt      (Continued>,
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Time

 .mlnute second

      13
      45
       o
      40
      13
      36
      59
       5

'l6•42       8
      36
       o

 Current

111•

density :

 Scale reacling of
        t  potentlorneter

  tt ttt tttt ttt ttttt ttttttttt ttttt ttttt ttttttttt t t tttt tt

      -31.21
      -3L52
      -31.52
        1)
        ll      -32.29
      -31.80
        tt
        l)      -3L91
      -31.58
      -32.28
      -3L90

           '

Table 12
1.237 milliampere per sq.

Cathode potential
     in volt

    '' :"6'I2"g"g""' '

     -O.296
     -O.296

       t}
       1)     -O.317
     -O.304

       rl
       )p     -O.307
     -O.298
     -O.317
     -O.307 ..

cm.

Time

minute second

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

il

ii

ii

I

+ 7.60
-24.60
-25.5.?.

  1)
  1)
  rl.
-25.82

  ))
  Tl-26.49
-27.31
-28.42
-29.15
-29.98
-30.38
-31.50
-31.83
-31.85
-- 3!.85

  lt-3L38
  IJ
  r)
  ))
  )r
-31.70

  t}
  lv
  7)

Cathode potential
    in volt

     +O.775
     -O.106
     -O.131

       )v
       1}
       7)     -O.140
       J7.
       )-     -O.158
     -O.l80
     -O.211
     -O.231
     -O.254
     -O.265
     -O.295
     -O.304
     -O.305
       t)
       ))     -O.292

       ))
       }l
       7)
       lt    -O.300
      )r
       71
       lt""" 'f""" ""' '
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Table 13
O.999 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time I

 .mlnute second
Scale reading of
      . potentlometer

Remained

     + 6.45
      -23.41
      -23.65
      -23.70
      -24.01
      -24.20

        lr      -24.72
      -24.78
      -24.82
      -25.33
      -25.50
     -25.72
     -26.12

unchanged until 7' O".

'
1 . Cathoidne vpoolttential

      tt tt ttt tt tttt
    +O.741
    -O.065
    -O.071
    -OD73
    -O.081
    -O.086
      }r    -O.100
    -O.102
    -O.103
    -O.117
   • -O.121
   , -O.127
    -O.138

Current density

 Table 14
: O.993 miiliampere per sq. cm.

Time
mlnute second

Scale reading of
      . potentlopaeter

;

lk

I
Remained

    + 8.69
    -26.!2
    -26.00
      11    -26.l2
      J7
      ll
unchanged untii 5'.

'

Cathode potential
    in volt

ttt tt ttttt ttt tt t t tt ttt
    +O.800
    -O.135
    -O.135
      le    -O.135
      17
       tl

Current density :

Table 15
O.705 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
mlnute

''''

.se. gond

   o
  10
  26
  36
  44
  56
  16
  26
  38
  46
  53
  10
  26
  42
  56
  l4
  34
  52

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

Remained

      + 8.21
      -i3.39
      -23.32
      -23.73
      -23.91

        Jt      -.?.4.40
      -24.40
      -24.62

        ll
        Jt
        11
        tJ
        )}
        ll
        11      -25.!1
      -25.25

unchanged until 7' 7".

Cathode potential
.. .ip volt .....

    +O.788
    +O.208
    -O.058
    -O.069
    -O.074
      Jl    -O.087
      ls    -O.093
      sl
      1)
      }t
      )r
      "
      7)
      1!    -O.106
    -O.!09
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                 Table 16
  Current density: O.495 milliamere per

Electrode

sq. cm.

98

minute
Time

secofi'C' '
l S:ale reading of

 potentlometer

;
l6

        m        R

    + 7.72
    -15.60
    -23.32
    -23.30
      7)
      ))    -23.25
      sJ
      )t    -23.38

unchanged until 61

Cathode potential
.i4 .volt

+O.777
+O.142
-O.068
-O.068

  ee
  1)-O.067

  7J
  t}-O.070

tttttttttttttt tt ttt tt tttttt

Current density :

Table 17
O.2587 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
rnmute

1

:

second
Scaie reading of
      . potentlometer

  o
 l2
 l9
 40
 50
  o
 16
 34
 46
 56
•10
 30
 46
 10
 27

  Remained

      + 7.52
      + 2.22
      - 2.68
      - 13.95
      -17.80
      -18.81
      -19.95
      -20.78
      -21.80
        lt      -22.06
      -22.57
      -22.73
      -22.75
      -23.11

unchanged until 10'

m

59".

Cathode potential
    in volt ..
     +O.762
     +O.627
     +O.495
     +O.192
    +O.089
    +O.06.?.
    +O.031
     +O.O09
     -O.O18

       !e     -O.026
     -O.039
     -O.044
     -O.044
     -O.054

Current density :

Table 18
O.0777 rnilliampere per S9- cm.

..... Blinute
Time
 '   t tt tttttttttt

;

se6ott'd' "' ' "

il•

Scale reading of
 potentiomete;

+ 7.50
- O.02
- 3.58
- 3.92
- 6.02
- 7.70
- 8.9!
-10.92
-13.25
-14.47
-15.65
ff 17•8=7a

-;19.71 I

Cathode potential
.. in vglt ..
    +O.772
    +O.562
    +O.469
    +O.460
    +O.375
    +O.367
    +O.324
    +O.269
    +O.206
    +O.173
    +O.140
    +O.081
    +O.029
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  Table 18
  (Continued)

minitte
.. Time

li

Remained unchanged until

Sca!e reading of
 pote.ntlometer

    -19.80
    -20.02
     lt    -20.11
     )t
     sl
     J)
     s7
     ))
     )7    -20.91
     1}    -21.08

           lot.

Cathoidne vpeolttential

   +O.027
   +O.021
     }1   --O.O18
     t)
     )t
     lt
     )t
     11
     1}   -O.O03
     fl    -O.O08

Current density

  Table 19
: O.O0219 miiliampere per sq. cm.

mlnute
Time

l,

i

se' c"' 6fi'd

ig. 1ij1

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

iiil

il

   ,9isii:
ll

7121
+

Cathode potentiai
   .in..y..glt..-.rmrm.rmr

    +O.776
    +O.715
   +O.680
    +O.671
   +O.666
   +O.664
   +O.660
   -y O.656
   +O.653
   +O.648
     tp
     )t
     t}
     )r
     tl
     7t    +O.646
     }1
     tJ    +O.637

     !1
     1)
     7v
     )1
     )1
     })   +O.640
     s!

   The relation
is summarized in

between the settled
the following table

potential

:

and current density
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Table 2e

Current density
in milliampere
 per sq. cm.

9.915

5.884

4.479

3.306

3.093

2.826

2.496

2.041

l.689

2.237

Potential
in volt

-- O.668

-O.692
-O.662

-- O.645

-O.618

-- O.328

-O.343

-- O.321

-O.307

-O.300

Current density
' in milliampere
  per sq. cm.

O.999

O.993

O.705

O.495

O.259

O.078

potential
in volt

-O.138
-O.135

-O.110
-O.070
-O.054

-O.O08

   The
in Fig. 6.

above relation is plotted in a current denslty-potential curve
  One will notice at once in the figure that the curve has

Fig. 6
O.8

O.6

4o

2o

o

ig.

 2

o.
  -g•

   4  o.   -t--

-O.6

-O.8

,

t/l1 23 Current density

  ,
 4
(in

    i
   5
milliampere

e

'

6

per

  !

 78sq. cm.),

9 10

two nearly horizontal portions. One of them,-extending from ca.
1.2 to 3 milliampere in current density, shows a potential of ca.
-O.32 volt. The other is the lowest horizontal and extends from
ca. 3 milliampere towards the higher current density. The poten-
tial at this horizontal is ca. -O,65 volt.
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    Near the left end of the curve where the current density is
very small, there is a turning point at the potential of -O.05 volt.
From this turning point up to the current density of 1 milliampere,
the curve shows a relatively small inclination.

         4) Chemical change in cathodic polarisation

    If a pyrite electrode be cathodically polarised in O.OlnH,,S04
e.g. with' a current of the density of 30 milliampere per sq. cm.,
the electrode surface is distinctly covered by metallic iron. Under
this condition, however, there remains always a part of the electrode
surface which is not covered by the metal but is seriously etched,
and fresh pyrite ' crystals are always exposed. This part seems to
supply the so!ution with ferrous ions, and the metallic iron seems
to be deposited electrolytically on the other part of the surface. The
writer thought at first that iron atoms in the crystal lattice might
be reduced in situ to the metal, but this does not seem to be the

case.
    After a long run of the electrolysis, a black substance begins
to be deposited. A qualitative analysis of this substance has proved
that it contains sulphur besides iron so that it may possibly be FeS.
$ince a good deal of hydrogen sulphide is produced by the cathodic
reaction of the fresh part of pyrite surface, its concentration in the

solution may finally become large enough to convert the depositing
iron into FeS as soon as the hydrogen ion concentration is suf-
ficiently reduced by the cathodic reaction.

    If the surface of pyrite electrode be placed on a pile of sheets
of filter paper placed on a glass or ebonite plate, and O.Ol nH2S04,
which is previously soaked in the paper, is electrolysed by employing
the pyrite as the cathode, hydrogen ions in the solution, which is
in contact with the electrode surface, are consumed rapidly and
the solution soon becomes saturated with Ii[,,S, owing to the small
quantity of electrolyte and the incompleteness of diffusion. This
should be the best condition for the production of FeS. As a matter
of fact, a rich precipitation of FeS is at once formed between the

pyrite and the filter paper. '
    As the deposition of metallic iron, FeS seems to be also deposited
from the solution, for it is formed on the part of the electrode sur-
face which is completely covered by metallic iron. In rnany cases
one can expose the underlying, shining metallic surface by palishing
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the blackened surface. Therefore,
FeS is not the residual skeleton of

    Fig. 7 is a reproduction from
photograph of a face of pyrite cathode
partly covered by metallic iron, which
is, in trun, partly covered by FeS. In
the photograph, A is the fresh part of
pyrite, B is the part covered by iron,
and C that by FeS.
    Even when the deposit of iron is
very thin, its presence can be easily
confirmed by washing the electrode
surface with warm acetic acid and by
examining the resultant solution for
iron. Pyrite and FeS show no ap-
preciable solubility in acetic acid by the

    The deposition of metal is markedly
the electrolyte. In normal and O.1
can be deposited. The deposition
smaller than O.05 normal. It is quite
BEcK'st experiments with 2e/o H,)SO`
of iron. In J. T, AKuBo's"' experiment,

may have been oxidised to sulphuric
anodic treatment to render the mmute

of Pyrite Electrode 93

it may safely be concluded that

the crystal.

 a Fig. 7

                                    similar treatment.
                                    hindered by the acidity of
                               normal HsSOg, no trace of iron
                              occurs only when the acidity is
                                  natural, then, that K. FiscH-
                                have not proved the formation
                                 sufficient quantity of sulphur
                                  acid during the preliminary
                                    droplet of electrolyte too
acld!c to allow the deposition of iron.

    When metallic iron begins to deposit, the surface area of the
electrode may be gradually widened by the deposition of fine crystals,
which must necessarily cause the decrease of current density and
resistance. The gradual rise of current intensity, which is observed
in Fig. 1, as well as the gradual rise of potential in Fig. 5 may well

be explained by this effect. ,
    When the current density is smaller than ca. 1 milliampere,
the potential fall of the cathode is not sufficient to overcome the
oxidising action of dissolved oxygen in the solution. Therefore, the
potential at this.state may be regarded as a kind of " air potential."

The chief factors which control the actual potential value at this

state may be current density, acid concentration, and temperature.

1. K. FIscHBEcK, OP. Cit.

2. J. TAKvBo, ol,. cii..
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    The oxidising velocity of the dissolved oxygen differs according
to the temperature, and the velocity of reduction is, of course, deter-

mined by the current density. The aflinity of sulphur atorps to unite
with H' ions in the solution, which is one of the chief origins of
the high potential of pyritei, is determined by the hydrogenlon con-

centration of the solution. '
    If we use an e!ectrolyte of a definite acid concentration, e. g.

O.Ol n H2SOg, a balance may be established soon after the beginning
of the electrolysis in which the oxygen-concentration ln the diffusion

layer is kept constant at a certain lower magnitude than that of the

currentless condition, and the supply of oxygen to the layer by the
diffusion is equal to the consumption of the same by the current.
As long as the latter ls srnall as compared with the former, no con-
spicious depression of oxygen-concentration can occur, aRd the bal-
ancing point ot the concentration will be gradually lowered with
increase of current density. This will explain the small inclination
of that portion of the curve in Fig. 6.
    At the next horlzontal portion of the current density-potential
curve, the potential which is originated from ,sulphur anions in the
electrode seems to appear as the final settled potential. Sulphur
anions consume the discharging hydrogen to form H,)S according
to the equation

         FeS,) {- 2H' + 2e == Fe' ' + 2SH' 2

so that in this case they act as a depolariser. As long as the de-
polariser is not covered by an iron film of suMcient thickness, the
potential due to sulphur anions should appear, no matter how the
current density may change.
    Under the above condition, the desulphurized iron atoms on the
electrode surface are probably not reduced to metallic state or else
the metal is dissolved as soon as it is formed so that the fresh sur-
face of pyrite is always exposed to the electrolyte. If thevelocity
of thls dissorption is larger than that of the production of the metal,

the latter will have no chance to cover the electrode surface.
    If the current density becomes large enough, and consequently
the velocity of the deposition of metal is large enough to surpass
that of the dissorption, iron film will soon begin to cover the elec-

  1. A. MATsuBARA, Jap. Journ. of Geol. and Geograph. Vol. VII, No. 2 (1930) P.
59.

  2. A. MATsuBAR,x and J. TAKuBo, oP. ciL
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trode. When the latter becbmes sufliciently thick to exhibit its own
potential, it becomes the counter-electrode in the potential measure-
ment, because, as the potential pf iyon is much lewer than any un-
covered fresh portion of the electrode surface, it is iron and not the

fresh pyrite which acts as the counter-electrode to the referring elec-

trode of copper net whose single potential measures +O.567 volt.
    For the above reason, the cathode potential is always the same,
namely -O.65 volt, no matter how !arge the current density may
be. And this potential is nothing other than that ofacathodically
polarised iron.

          B• Cathodic Polarisation preceded by Anodic

               1) General course of polarisation

    If a pyrite-electrode be first anodically polarised, e, g. in O.Ol n

H,iS04 with a current of the density of a few milliampere per sq.
cm. and then cathodically by suddenly reversing the current, the
time-potential curve for tne cathodic polarisation receives a certain
modification. When the current density is large enough to deposit
iyon, the curve shows turning points both at the air potential and
at the sulphide potential before it finally arrives at the horizontal
of the iron potential.

    Another characteristic feature of the time-potentlal curve is
that it shows a turning point corresponding to the oxide-potential
at the beginning of the polarisation. This can be clearly observed
especially when the current density is relatively smali.
    When the current density is not large enough to deposit 'iron,

one or two of the above mentioned turning points can not be ob-
served, and the final settled potential is either the sulphide- or the

air-potential. Therefore the final state is exactly the same as in the
case of simple cathodic polarisation.

                 2) Effect of current density

    In order to examine the effect of current density and the course
of polarisatlon especially at the early period, a series of experiments

was carried out employing O.elnH,)S04 as the electrolyte. The ex-
perimental conditions were the same as in the previous series except
that the temperature was ca. 28"C. and the preliminary anodic polari-

.sation was executed for 4 minutes with the current of the same
density as in the succeeding catbodic polarisation. The results are
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  Table 21

Current density
in m. a.lsq. cm.

O.0986

O.197

O.658

O.548

O.602

O.986

1.535

Settled cathode .
potential in volt

-O.O08

-O.025

-O.234
• -O.085

-O,IOI

-O.276

-O.318

Current density
in m. a.fsq. cm.

2.081

2.412

2.741

2.847

3.067

4.l66

5.476

Settled cathode
potential in volt

-O.265

-O.282

-O.314

-O.554
-O.637

-O.648
-O.631

summarized in Table 21.
    The above relation precisely coincides with that of Table 20,
i. e., the current density-potential curve plotted from the above data

is identical with that of Fig. 6. This fact suggests that the pre-
liminary anodic oxidation can not modify the final settled potential ;

the presence of an oxidation product neither facilitates the deposl-
tion of iron nor modifies the value of the air potentlal.

                    3) Chemical change

    The effect of the preliminary anodic polarisation may be ob-
served principaliy at the early period in the time-potential curve.
In order to compare the time-potential curves for various current
densities, three experimental results are plotted in Fig. 8.
    Curve I in Fig. 8 shoviTs a distinct turning point at the begin-
ning of polarisation. This corresponds to the ferric-ferrous potential

which was never recognized in the polarisation of fresh pyrite. The
second turning of ehe curve leads to the final horizontal of the air

potential. '
    As the result of the anodic polarisation, there is formed some
oxidised crust, which, brown in colour, ls probably ferric oxide.
In the succeeding cathodic polarisation, this oxidation product should

react as the depolariser. In more precise words, it sends out some
ferric ions in the diffusion layer a.s the result of which the ratio
[Fe"']:[Fe"] in the solutlon has a tendency to increase to a certain

equilibrium concentration. By the cathodic reduction, on the con-
trary, the concentration of ferric ion is always reduced with a velo-

city corresponding to the current density. .
    As long as Fe"' ions are supplied by the oxidised crust, the
ve!ocity of the decrease of the above ratio should be to a certain
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extent retarded and consequently the drop of the pyrite potential
is retarded to that extent, as the latter is very seriously affected
by the value of the above ratio, being nobler in the solutions rich
in Fe"' ions.

Fig. 8
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2  345Time (in minute)

6 7 8

    Curve II in Fig. 8 shows that after the above depolarisation
continues fer about 25 seconds, next the air potential is established

for about half a minute, and then the reduction proceeds further
to the horizontal of the sulphide potential.
    In curMe lll, the turning point for the ferrolerri potential can

scarcely be recognized, as the reaction is completed too rapidly.
However, a slight but distinct turning point for the air potentlal and

that of the sulphide potential may be observed, and at last the poten-
tial settles to that of the cathodically polarised iron.
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               Part II. AnQdic Polarisation

            A• Anodic polarisation of fresh pyrite

              1) General course of polarisation

   By an anodic polarisation with a current of several milliampere
per sq. cm., the potential of pyrite electrode rises at first very quickly

and then settles to a practically coRstant value. The velocity of
potential rise increases with increase of the concentration of elec-
trolyte in the case when the latter is acid, but in the case of alkaline

electrolytes it decreases with an increase of concentration.
   With a current of somewhat smaller densities, the period of the
quick rise of potential is followed by a somewhat slower but nearly
constant potential rise, aRd finally the last period comes when the

                                                  t                         Fig. 9
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potential settles to a practically constant value showing only very
slow gradual rise if the electrolyte is an acid solution. In alkaline
electrolyte the initial quick rise is generally small, but the above
described second peried lasts for a long time, especially when the
solution is concentrated.
    Three examples of time-potential curve for the elctrolyte of O.Ol
nH,}S04 are shown in Fig. 9, experimental date for which is given
in Tables 29, 30 and 31.

                2) Change of current intensity

    The current intensity undergoes a slight decrease at the begin-
ning of polarisation if a constant polarising potential is applied. In

order to examine the manner of current change and the accompany-
ing potential change under the above condition, an experiment such
as that which gave the data of Table 1 was curried out. The cur-
rent intensity was read exactly at the same instant as the establi.eh-

ment of the compensation in each potential measurement which was
reported by a vocal signal of the observer. The electrolyte was

                           Fig. 10
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initial current density was O.262' mi

temperature was 31"C. The results

         Table 22

11iampere per
follow :

T!me

minute

i

2

3

4

5

second

Current intensity
in milliampere

l
iiiii
g ,ilg
g

,'gol

gg
gi

8

ggg8
jii        o.

 Scale reading
lp potentlometer

l
I

 + 7.05
  12.32
  13.89
  15.40
  15.90
  16.60
  17.03
  17.23
  17.66
  17.72
  17.98
  18.10
  l8.19
  18.29
  28.39

   J)  18.40

   l)
   Jf  18.43
  l8.48
  18.60

   l)  18.61
  18.65

   1)
   ls
   Jl
   7)
   7f
   lf
   1)
   })
   )1  18.70
  18.72
  18.78
  18.88

until 7' 56".

Anode
   in

potential
volt

Remained unchanged
1

iiiii1;1ii

9b61.

l}gl
g

ijigl
il•i

8761.

gggl

   The above results are grap'nically represented in Fig. 10. This
figure shows that the manner of current change is quite reciprocal
to that of potential change: the decrease of the former is rapid
when the rise of the latter is rapid and vice versa. This fact sug-
ges'ts that the potentia! rise is principally caused by the increase of

resistance as the result ef the formation of less conducting crust
over the electrod.e surface, i. e., by the mechanical passivation of
the latter.
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                3) Effect of current density

   In order to examine the effect of current density upon the man-
ner of polarisation and the settled potential, a series of experiments

was carried out in which O.OlnH,]S04 was used throughout as the
electrolyte and a new pyrite electrode was employed in each ex-
periment in order to eliminate the effect of the previous treatment.

Current intensity was maintained constant in each experiment by
hand regulation of the rheostat. The temperature of the anode bath
was ca. 30Åé. Some of the results are shown in the following tables:

                        Table 23
            Current density: '108.77 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time

minute second

lk

ii

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

+ 8,10
+21.12
+23.33
+23.75
+24.00

 l)
 )t
 )s /t
 )1
 )t
 71

Anode
   in

potential
volt

+O.784
+1.132
+1.191
+1.202
+1.209

 )1
 lf
 )1
 fl
 l7
 Jl

Current density :

Table 24
19.88 milliampere per sq. cm. .

Tirne

rnlnute second

:

il

ii

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

+ 8.23
+23.40
+23.4.?.

+24.42
+24.42

 7r
 Jl
 11+24.51
+24.58

 ))
 le
 IJ
 7;
 J7
 rl
 )p
 :t

Anode
   in

potential
volt

+O.780
+1.173
+L!74
+1.199
+1.199

 }7
 )r
 11+1202
+1.204

 7)
 }t
 :t
 :)
 7)
 ls
 }y
 e)
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Table 25
5.252 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
 .mmute

1

second
ii

i

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

     +10.73
     +21.59
     +22.82

       )7
       lt
unchanged until

Anocle
    in

potential
volt

Remained 6' O".

+O.863
+1.163
+I.197

  le

  ))

Current density :

Table 26
 4.95 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
 .mmute

1

second

Scale reading of
      . potentlometer

      + 9.l2
      +17.50
• +2.?..79
      +22.80

        ll
        )t
unchanged until 5'

Anode
    in

potential
volt

Remain6d o".

+O.818
+l.050

+l.l96

+L196

  :1

  )1

Current density :

Table 27
 3.067 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
 .mlnute - second

iii

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

+ 9.60

+22.23

+23.31

+23.52

  eJ
+23.61

  rl

  :)

  )7

  sl
+23.90

  tl

  e}

  :7

  11

Anode
    in

potential
volt

+O.819

+L150
+1.179

+1.184

  )t
+1.186

  Jl

  1)

  71

  }s
+1.194

  IJ

  ls

  lr

  }t
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                 Table 28
  Current density: 1.029 milliampere per sq. cm.

103

Time

mmute { second

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

o
21
27
42
46
10
35
50
6

20
47
58
10

 Remained

      +10.21
      +20.40
      +20.50
      +20.71
      +21.00
      +21.03
      +21.21
      -{-21.25
      +21.39
        ft      +21.49

        lr      +21.69

unchanged until 5'

Anode
    in

potential
voit

2ott.

+O.838
+1.109
+1.112
+Ll17
+1.125
+1.126
+1.131
+!.l32
-t-i.13S

  ts+Ll38
  tf+1.144

Cttrrent density

 Table 29
: O.400 mMiampere per sq. cm.

Time
mlnute second

Scale reading of
 potentiometer

l
Anode
    in

potential
volt

.o
l9
30
47

6
!7
42
o

15
27
45

o
16
28
54

 Remained

      + Z80
      +20.11
      +20.32
      +20.58
      +20.60

        }7      +20.68
      +20.70

        1)
        lt      +20.79
        77
        )s
        )p      +20.93

unchanged until 6' O".

+O.776
+LI06
+1.III
+Ll18
+Ll19
  ll+L121
+k122
  )7
  11+1.l24
  :1
  )1
  el+L128

Current density :

Table 3e
O.0886 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time

mmute

s

second

Scale reading of
 potentlometer

o
16
36
26

o

16i40

 Remained

        8.99      +      -}- t5.00

      +15.39
      +15.60
      +i7.31
      + 1750
      +18.25

unchanged until 5'

Anode
    in

potential
voit

.

 tl 

t

 4 3

+O.813
+O.978
+0989
+O.994
+1.041
+1.046
+1.067
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Table 31
O.0404 milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
minute second

Scale reading of
      t potentlemeter .

o
16
30
54

6
16
42
54
12
42

o
16
40
50
12

 Remained

      + 8.15
      v}' 11.41
      -l- i2.20
      +13.13
      +l3.91
      +14.33
      + !4.71
      +l5.13
      +15.60
      + 16.19

        :)
        et
        tt
        )t      +16.79

unchanged until 6'

Anode
    in

potential
volt

30".

+O.790
+O.879
+O.901
+O.927
+O.948
+O.959
+O.970
+O.981
+O.994
+1.010

  7;
  7)
  )t
  lf+1.027

Current density :

Table 32
O.Olll milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
mmute

ii

second
Scale reading of
 potentiemeter

o
18
30

o
17
46
50
25
46

8
16
34
o

15
51

 Remained

      + 9.80
      +IL93
        lr      +11.80
        s)      +11.90
      +12.11
      +12.21
      +12.52
      +12.58
      +12.98
        l)      +13.10
      +l3.10
      +l3.23

unchanged until 8'

Anode
    in

potential
volt

25".

+O.830
+O.887

  lt+O.884

  71+O.887
+O.892
+O.895
+O.903
+O.905
+O.916

  7)+O.919
+O.919
+O.922

Current density :

Table
O.O0349

 33
milliampere per sq. cm.

Time
 .mlnute

i
second

E Scale reading of
      . potentlometer

/

+8.55
+8.56
  el
  )1
  1)
  ))+8.58
+8.81
+8.90

Anode
    in

potential
volt

+O.802
+O.802
  )t
  Jr
  l:
  11+O.803
+O.809
+O.811
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             Table 33
              (Continued>

Electroae 105

Time
mlnute i

{

seconct

i8

i
I

10
20
36
14
30
44
56
10
25
40
56
34
10
29

Rernained

Scale reading of
 potentig.meter

     +9.02
       7}
       lt   . +9..?.1

       t)
       tl
       sr
       )}
       Il
       11
       Jl     +9.37
     +9.50
     +9.69
unchanged untii 11'

Anode potential
   in volt

4i

+O.815

 )}
 tt+O.820

 sJ
 s)
 Jf
 "
 :J
 )t
 !)+O.824
+O.828
+O.833

   Many other experiments were made to examine the manner of
potential variation and the settled potentials, but the tabulation of
the results are omitted for lack of space. The relation between the
settled potential and current density found in all the experiments
of this sort is summarized iR the following table:

                        Table 34

Current density
in m. a.fsq. cm.

293.9

llL7
I08.8

51.72

19.88

10.18

 9.961

 5.252
 4.950
 4.166

 3.067
 1.029

 Settled
potential

anode
in volt

1.209

1.212

1.209

1.234

1.204

1.l77

1..?.27

1.197

1.l96

1.199

1.194

1.144

Current density
in m. a.lsq. cm.

 Settled
potential

anode
in volt

O.400

O.232

O.122

O.088

O.0404

O.0225

O.Olll

O.O084

O.O035

O.O021

O.OO19

i
g L12g

1.ogg

1.079

l.067

1.027

O.992

O.922

O.9!5

O.833

O.813

O.810

   The above results are plotted in a curve in Fig. 11. It may
be seen in the figure that the potential rises with increase of current

density in the range of the latter between e.O084 and ca. 10 milli-
ampere. Above this range, currene density has litt!e influence on
the anode potential. The latter does not seem to rise much higher
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than 1.22 at' least under a current density smaller than ca. 500
milliampere per sq. cm., and at a temperature of ca. 30'C.

                         Fig. 11

                      d lt1.2

11

o1

'gi

  9  o.g

O.8

o

j

-3 -2 -1 O 1 2  Logarithm of ctirrent density (in milliampere per sq. cm.)

                4) Influence of temperature

   To examine the infiuence of temperature upon the anode poten-
tiai, three fresh electrodes were
                                      Table 35polarised in turn ln O.Ol n H,,S04
Xll•IP/i.he,,C,",rr,e.",td,eqn.Si.til,.Of..Cad',? ...Taen.II]8eerbaa`VhreocO.fI/,,.Ste,`file•.di1-fiO/L.g,!,

different temperatures. The re- 30 i i•i96
results were as in Table 3s. 9•2 I' i•253
                                   5.7 l 1.314   These results suggest that '
lower temperatures facilitate thd establishment of higher anode
potentials.

            5) Infiuence of acidity and alkalinity

   When a pyrite electrode is freely immersed in a bath of dilute
sulphuric acid and anodica!ly polarised, the final potential is slightly

affected by the concentration of acid. The followlng table sum-
marizes the results of experiment in which the current density is
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kept constant at 3.34 milliampere per sq. cm. and 'the solutions of
various acid concentration were employed, the temperature of the
bath having been ca. 8eC.
                                  In the above determina-
          Table 36 tions, the anode potential settled

Concentration
 of H,SO,
  (normal)

   1.0
   O.1
   O.05
   O.02
   O.Ol

Settled anode
 potentiai
  in volt

1.236

1.243

1.243

1.250

1.276

those measured after 30 minutes'
   The effect of alkali concentration is somewhat more conspicuous.
Table 37 summarizes the variation
concentration of KOH. The conditions
same •as above.

                         Fig. 12
1.3

 very quickly and remained
 almost constant for about 30
  minutes in the case of O.02 and

  O.Ol normal, while the slow
 potential rise was more con-
  spicious in the case of O.1 and
  1.0 normal. All the potential
  values shown in the table are
electrolysis.

  of anode potential due to the
 ' of the experiment were the

i.2

11

10

9o

8o

7o

ill

O.6

O.5

O.4

an
OOI n
O,0 2 p.

.....-c axsx
/Å~

     /

  /O05a
x-.x

O.ln

1,O p.

O.3
5 10

Time
15

(in
    20
minute)

25 30



108 A.   These two series of
periment.s show that .the anode
potential rises with dilution of
electrolyte both in the cases of
acid artd alkali.
   In concentrated acid or al-
kali the transitioh of the period
of the rapid potential rise to
that of the slow rise occurs at
relatively lower anode potential,
and the potential rise at the
illustrate this condition, the
centrations of KOH are compared
   Since concentrated solutions
with pyrite more vigoyously than
ing action of pyrite must be more

               6) Influence of

M  ATSUBARA
   '
ex- Table 37

Concentration
  of KOH
  (normal)

1.0

O.1

O.05

O.02

O.Ol

settled anode
 potential
  in volt

O.788

O.953

1.194

1.255

1.271

                           later period is conspicious. To
                        time-potential curves for various con-
                             in Fig. 12.
                            of either acid or alkali must react
                             do dilute solutions, the depolaris-

                              vlgorogs.

                             H,)S and FeS04

   If a pyrite electrode be anodically polarised in O.Ol n H,)SO, which
is saturated with H,)S, the time-potential curve receives a slight mo-
dification due to the presence of }I,,S. The potential and the ac-
comanying current-change by a current of the initial density of
O.102 milliampere per sq. cm. were as follows:

                        Table 38
               Temperature of the anode bath: 220C
             (Poiarising potential ls maintained constant)

Time
minute I second

Anode
   in

potential
volt

1

I
I

'

'i i

i

E

F

O.356

O.428

O.509

O.530

O.576

O.841

O.876

O.886

O.927

O.955

O.962

O.976

O.994

1.003

Current intensity
 in milliampere

O.0711

O.0690

O.0677

O.0621

O.0573

O.054I

O.0523

O.0500

OD484
O.0479

O.0470

O.0464

O.0460
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    Table 38
     (Continued)

Electrode 109

Time
mlnute

-
second

2

3

4

5

6

7

lii

'i

F

Anode potential
    in volt

I
Current intensity
 in rnllliamere

i

l
1

I
I

Remained

      1.022
      1.044
      1.060
      1.077
      1.093
      1.108
      l.118
      1.128
      1.132
      1.147
      1.!50

      1.154

        7)
      1.157
      L163
      1.167

        sl
      1.171

        lr
      1.173

        t7

        l)
        1)

        Jf
        })

        t)

        77
      1.177
      1.179

      1.184

        t)

        ))
        1}
        l)

        1)

        tt

        }t

        l)
unchanged until 8'

I

I

i

I
I

i

4'2

llil'ii111

lxE
ll

l
l3

ii
el

3
>6 .o

o

2
i5

oo.

1
Lg

oo.
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The above results are plotted in curves
of this figure with either Fig. 10 or 9

                     Fig. 13

in Fig. 13.

wlll at once
A compari-
reveal that

skNs
Å~

N
N

N
N

t

N
t

N
N

N
N

N
N

s
1

12

o1

8o

6o

.4o

2o

o

l' v

,Anode -RotentlaLi

'S x.......-C.fff-g. n-E-Y-{e-e-s-LLe/---...--.---.

llii

8oo

7oo

6oo

5oo

4oo

              ft         123456 7'89
                      Time (in minute)

the effe:t of H,•S is visible during the time between 15 to 30 seconds

after the close of the circuit, when both the potential rise and the
current fall are slightly retarded by the depolarising action of S"
or SHI The potential of the reaction S"-2e =S is therefore ca.
O.5 volt under the above current density.
   In order to examine ehe effect of FeS04, ca. 1 n solution of the
latter, which is O.Ol n with respect to HsS04, was used as the elec-

trolyte and a pyrite electrode was polarised anedically at the tem-
perature of 22]C. The polarising potential was maintained constant
as before. The result was as follows:
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              Table 39
Initial current density: O.100 milliampere per sq. cm.

111

Time

mmute

ill

second

ill

Anode potential
   in volt

Current intensity
 in milliampere

Rell}sined

     O.792
     O.796
     O.801
     O.802
     O.805
     O.805
     O.808
     O.8oo
     O.8!O
     O.811
     O.812

      r}
      17
     O.8!3

      rv
      )J
      7e
      sl
     O.815

      ")
     O.816

      t)
      tl
      }v
      Ip
      11
      })
      )7
    .7J
     O.817
unchanged until 7' 16'1

27.1o

1
ei

o

8
V 6

lg

l

   The above results show that the oxidising reaction
                Fe"-e== Fe"'
under the above mentioned current density occurs at the
of ca. O.81 volt which ls about O.3 volt higher than the
potential for sulphide ion.
   It is quite clear, now, that the oblique portion of

potential

oxidation

the time-
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potential curve of Fig. 13 corresponds to the period of retardation
of polarisation by the depolarising action of ferrous iron, for the
turning point of the curve is ca. O.8 volt.

                    7) Chemical change

    We are now !n a position to consider the chemical change ac-
companying the anodic polatisation. Since the retardation of poten-
tial rise due to the depolarlsing action of lerrous iron causes the
time-potential curve of Fig. 13 to form the oblique ponion, those
oblique portions of the curves in Fig. 9 may well be considered to
have a similar origin. It follows, then, that the oxldation of fer-
rous iron to ferric begins at higher anode potentlal if the current

density is larger.
    Ferrous ions are delivered by the electrode to the diffusion layer

at t"ne same time that they are oxidised to ferric by the action of
current. The ratio [Fe"'J:LFe"] in the layer is deterrnined by the
relative magnitude of the velocity of these chemlcal changes. If the
delivery of Fe" ion is plentiful as compared with its oxidation, the
retardation of the increase of the above ratio by the delivery will
bavgin to occur at a relatively Fe"-rich medium. On the contrary,
under a larger current density and hence under a larger velocity
of oxidation, the above ratio will acquire a relatively high value

before the retardation can occur. •
    Since the ratio [Fe"']:[Fe"] is one of the most important factors
which determine the potential of pyrite, the lncrease of the current

density may well be the reason of the higher potential at which
the retardation of the potential rise begins to occur.
    The gradual rise of the anode potential at the oblique portion
of a tipae-potential curve is probably due to the gradual decrease
ef the velocity with which Fe" ions are delivered from the electrode
surface as the result of the thickening of the oxidlsed crust.
    The depolarising action of sulphur anion, w'nich takes place at
the potential of ca. O.5 volt, seems to be indistinct both in acid and
in alkali solutions. Probably no sufficient amount of sulphide ion is

produced at one time to arrest the anode potential at such a low
value as O.5 volt, because the corruption of crystal lattice can not

occur as long as ferrous atoms on the surface layer remain un-
changed; and a small amognt of sulphur atom, which is oxldised
to free state, covers the crystal surface.
    When the electrode surface is completely covered by the oxi-
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dised crust, so-called mechanical polarisati'on sheuld take place pro-

vided that the current density is suff2ciently large. This may also
be a reason oE the gradual rise of potential.
    At the final state, a rich formation of iron sulphate takes place
on the electrode surface. This may be actually witnessed by ob-
serving the streams of dense solution fiowing from t'ne e!ectrode
surface ' down to the bottom of the anode bath when they are seen,
by the aid of a magnilying lens, through the side wall of the bath
of thin crystallizing dish against a vv'ell illuminaÅíed or well refiect-
ing back.
    Sulphur atoms, which may be oxidised only to the frce state
at the lower potentials, may be oxidised to sulphuric acid at the
final period owing to the high potential of the electrode.

    The evolution of oxygen gas can not be observed even under
a considerable current density. However, if we polarise one and the
same electrode repeatedly as anode, it acquires finally a character
of unattackable electrode and the anode potential may be raised
even te that of the oxygen-electrode, namely to 1.4 volts. This in-
teresting phenoinenon resembles the passivation of iron electrode
and requires some further investigaction to elucidate its chemical
mechanism. A fresh pyrite eleetrode can never be brought to such
a noble state no matter how long it may be anodically polarised
and how large the currrent density may be.

         B• Anodic Polarisation preceded by Cathodic

               1) General course of polarisation

    A preliminary cathodic polarisation may bring the electrode sur-
face te various different states according to the current density.
The electrode may remain surrounded by a solution rich in oxygen,
or it may come in contact with a solution cotaining ferrous,sulphate

and hydrogen sulphide. The electrode itself may be covered by
ferrous sulphide or even by an iron-hydrogen alloy.
    All the above enumerated reaction products should react as
depolariser in the succeeding anodic polarisation. As a matter of
fact, the depolarisation takes place in four steps provided that the
pre!iminary cathodic treament is sufficiently strong.

    As an example, the potential-change and corresponding current
change in the case when the polarising potential was kept con-
stant is reported in Table 40. In this experiment, t'nepreliminary
cathodic polarisation was executed for 6 minutes with a current of
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the density of 6.33 milliampere per sq. cm., while the initial current

density in the succeeding anodic polarisation was O.092 milliampere
per sq. cm. The electrolyte was O.OlnH2SOg.

Table 40

a

Time
minute ( second

1

2

3

l scaie reading of

l  potentiometer

l

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

o.71111iii
illli'

llllii'i

llliii'

j

l

Anode
   in

I
I

potential
volt

l
l

l

;

l

I
i

{
E
1

g

l

I

I

f

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

.:oo,:.,ggllllllliii'

Current intensity
 in milliampere

l

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  ,,

,oO   ,,,,,O   ,ilillllllliiii'
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    Table 40

    (Continued)

Electrode 115

'

Time
Scalereadingef Anodepotential Currentintersity

minute second
.potentlometer involt inmilliampere

4 6 +14.35 +O.957 O.0320

10 +14.581I+o.g64 O.0319

5

6

7

ll   +15.19
  +15.25
  +15.80
  +15.85
  +16.22
  +l6.29
  -- 16.60

  +16.60

    )1
  +16.62

    :t
    Je
    }t
    })
    lr
    )l
    IJ
    7)
    ))
    7s
    rr
    T}
    tl
  +16.75
  +16.80

Retnained unchanged

 +O.980
 +O.982
 +O.997
 +O.998
 +l.O08
  +1.010

 +1.018

   rl
   11
 +1.019

   )J
   1}

   Jl
   }1
   :1
   lp
   tl
   )I
   l)
   )l
   )1
   :7
   !l
 +1.023
 +1.024

until 10' 6".

l
l

ilkAiiiiki8

)e

7
65 .o

o

ili

 685
  .o o

 5

6
)f

g
  .o o

lt

   The above results are plotted in two curves in Fig. 14. It
may be seen in the figure, that the first step of depolarisation oc-
curred at the potential of ca. -O.28 volt, the second at ca. e.5
volt, and the third at ca. 1.2 volts. Corresponding to these poten-
tial steps, the time-current intensity curve shows also three distinct

halting points.
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                   2) Chemical change

   The first halting point of the potential curve in Fig. 14 occcurred

at the same time as that of the current curve. At this time, the
reactlons

                       Fe-2e=Fe"

and H-@=xeH'
should take place, because a metallic iron electrode shows usually
a long rnarked halting point at this potential when it is anodically

polarised in O.OlnH,)S04 under the similar current density. Even
when the current density is much larger and consequently the iron
is passivified, this halting of potential is often very distinct.

   At the second halting point of t•he potential curve, whicl occurred

also at the same time as that of the current curve, hydrogen sulphide
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and ferrous sulphide must be oxidised, as the potential agrees exactly
wit'n t"fiat which we have seen in Fig. 13, viz. ca. O.5 voit.

    The occurrence of the oxidising reaction

           ' Fe''- (-)=Fe"'
at the potential of ca. O.8 volt is indicated in the time-potential curve

of Fig. Itl as t'fte beginning of the oblique portion of the latter.
Slnce the potentlal rise and accompanying current fall occur gradu-
ally in this reaction as has already been shown, neither curve shows
a distinct halting point during this reaction.

    At t'ne final halting point, the electrode reache3• the state of

mechanical polarisation. Sulphur atoms, whlch have been hitherto
oxidised to free state, may now be further oxidised to sglphuric
acid and consequently the dislntegration of crystal pro:eeds rapidly

as wa's already discussed.

      3) Influence of the prelimlnary cathodic p31ayisation
                upon the final anode potential

    To examine whether the preliminary catbodic treatment ha.s any
effect upon the settled p3tential, the following experiments were

made. Perfectly fresh ,,                                     Table 41electrodes were first catli-

odically polarised in O.Ol

nH:S04 for 4 minutes
with the current of the
density of 3 milliampere
per sq. cm., and then the

current was reversed and
the electrode was pola-
rised anodically wlth

given in Table 41.
    This result, coinciding
curve in Fig 11, shows that
li-ttle infiuence on the

Current density in
anodic polarisatien
 in m. a.fsq. cm.

4.978

o.".oo

O.099

O.O12

l

E Final anode
 potential
  in volt

   1.219

   1.120
   1.079
   O.974

current of varioug densities. The result is

     well with that of Table 34 and with the
      the preliminary cathodic treatment has
se-ttled anode potentisal.
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                         Summary
    1. The settled potential In a cathodic polarisation of pyrite is

higher ki coRcentrated acid than in dilute, but the relation is cluite

opposite ln the case of alkaline electrolyte.
 - 2. The poten. tial change in catbodic polarisation occurs in three
s.teps if the electrolyte is dilute acid and the current density is suf-

ficiently large. At the first halting point, di•ssolved oxygen in t'ne

electrolyte acts as a depolariser, and at t'ne second, the electrode
materia! itself. The potential of the final halting point corresponds
to that of iron-hydrogen alloy whic'R evolves hydrogen gas.
    3. The final settled potential in cathodic polarisation differs
according to tlqe current density, buÅí it coincides with one of the
above three haltin,g points.

    4-. Preliminary anodic polarisation has no lnfiuence upon'the
settled pot•ential in the succeeding cathodic polarisation, but its effect

is observable at efie beginning of the latter process in a decrease
of t'fie velo:ity of posential fall, which is presumably due to the
liberation. o'f Fe''' ions from tlie oxidised crust.

    5. In an anodic polarisation of pyrite in dilute sulphurlc acid
the potential rise occurs in three stage:. The velocity of potentlal
rise in the first stage is xTery large, that in the second is moderate,

while that of the third is e:<tremely small. The occurrence of the
second stage is due to the depolarising action of Fe'' ions in the
diffusion layer.

    At the final stage, sulphur is oxidised to sulpinuric acid an(l con-

sequently t'ne disintegra'tion of crystal lattice can proceed yapidly.
The constancy of potential at t"fiis stage is due to the rapid supply
of ferrous sulphatte to the diffusion layer.

    6. In O.OlnH,•SO,, the settled potentlal rises with increase of
current deiislty until the latter becomes ca. 1.21 volt, but the fur-
ther increase of current density does not raise the anode potential,

and the oxygen-evolution does not occur even under considerable
current densities. Tlqe aRode poteRtial required for the oxidation
of pyrite is, therefore, ca. 1.2 volts at 3e"C. and in O.OlnH,SOi.
    7. The anode potential rises with t'ne dilution oi" both acid and
alkali ele:trolyte. It also rises with the fall of the temperature.

    8. The potential-change in an anodic polari$ation which is
preceeded by a moderately strong cathodic polarisation occurs in 4
stages. When the current density in the anodic polarisation is ca.
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O.1 milliampere per sq. cm., the fu'st halting point of the time-po-
tential curve occurs at the potential of ca. -O.27 volt, and is due
to the depolarising action oirt a:tive metallic iron. 'l'he se:ond halting

point, o:curring at ca. O.5 volt, is due to the depolarisation of S"
ions. The third stage, corresp3n(ling to the period of oxidation of
Fe" ions, begins at ca. O.8 volt. The fourth stage of practically
constant anode poirential is t'itat of• the oxidation oiC pyrite-electrode

itse!f as is described above.
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